SPECIAL EDITION SSD GAME DRIVE
FOR FAST ACCESS TO GAME LIBRARIES

WD_BLACK™
CALL OF DUTY®
BLACK OPS COLD WAR

WD_BLACK™ CALL OF DUTY®: BLACK OPS COLD WAR SPECIAL EDITION P50 GAME DRIVE NVMe SSD

SPECIAL EDITION SSD GAME DRIVE FOR FAST ACCESS TO GAME LIBRARIES

Drop in faster from wherever you are with a drive made to capture one of the most anticipated titles of the year. Equipped with 2400 Call of Duty Points.¹

- 1TB* to store Call of Duty®: Black Ops Cold War (for PC, Xbox One™, or PS4™ only), future updates, and additional games
- Equipped with 2400 Call of Duty Points¹
- High-performance SSD with SuperSpeed USB 20Gb/s interface reaching up to 2000MB/s** to drop you in faster
- Portable form factor with laser-etched Call of Duty® metal top covering for on-the-go gaming
- Compact SSD purpose-built for Call of Duty® gamers based on WD_BLACK™ quality and reliability.
- Comes compatible with Xbox™ Series X|S (for Xbox One™ games only) and PlayStation™ 5 (for PS4™ games only)

¹ITB* to store Call of Duty®: Black Ops Cold War [for PC, Xbox One™, or PS4™ only], future updates, and additional games
²Equipped with 2400 Call of Duty Points¹

MATURE 17+
ESRB

Identity: WD_BLACK
Code Name: C.0.D...P50

Manufactured by Western Digital, a global leader in provide storage and data solutions.

WD, WD_BLACK, and their respective logos are trademarks of Western Digital or its affiliates.

Call of Duty, Black Ops, Cold War, and associated logos are trademarks of Activision Blizzard, Inc. Activision Blizzard, Inc. is not affiliated with Western Digital or its affiliates.
PRODUCT FEATURES

YOUR BACKUP HAS ARRIVED
Store the entire Call of Duty®: Black Ops Cold War game file (for PC, Xbox One™, or PS4™ only) on 1TB* capacity without having to delete games and intel on your console to make room for future updates.

DROP IN MISSION-READY
This drive comes equipped with 2400 Call of Duty® Points1 to put toward the purchase of Battle Pass, which contains powerful weapon blueprints, tactical gear, and accessories for any type of Operator to unlock.

LOAD TIMES ARE THE ENEMY
Take down load times with this high-performing SSD's SuperSpeed USB 20Gb/s interface, reaching up to 2000MB/s** to drop you in faster and eliminate your target.

BATTLE-TESTED, BUILT FOR GAMERS
Carry your intel on this portable form factor with a laser-etched top metal cover, paying homage to Cold War era magnetic storage devices, that packs in your entire covert collection‡.

CONQUER WITH CONFIDENCE
WD_BLACK™ is dedicated to providing a top-tier gaming experience. You can be certain that your WD_BLACK™ Call of Duty®: Black Ops Cold War Special Edition P50 Game Drive NVMe SSD will have your back.

FUTURE-MISSION READY
Carry over your favorite games to some of the latest consoles and PCs. The WD_BLACK™ Call of Duty®: Black Ops Cold War Special Edition P50 Game Drive NVMe™ SSD comes fully compatible and ready to connect with Xbox™ Series X|S (for Xbox One™ games only) and PlayStation™ 5 (for PS4™ games only) to offload your old digital game library to your upgraded console so your games don’t gather digital dust in your old system.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

CAPACITIES AND MODELS
1TB WDBAXZ0010BBK-WESN

CONTENTS
■ WD_BLACK™ Call of Duty®: Black Ops Cold War Special Edition P50 Game Drive NVMe SSD
■ USB TYPE-C TO TYPE-C CABLE
■ USB TYPE-C TO TYPE-A CABLE
■ QUICK INSTALL GUIDE

INTERFACE
USB 3.2 GEN 2x2 (20Gbps)

DIMENSIONS
LENGTH: 118MM (4.65IN)
WIDTH: 62MM (2.44IN)
HEIGHT: 14MM (0.55IN)
WEIGHT: 115G (0.25LBS)

OPERATING SPECIFICATIONS:
OPERATING TEMPERATURE: 0°C TO 35°C
NON-OPERATING TEMPERATURE: -20°C TO 70°C

SYSTEM COMPATIBILITY
■ PLAYSTATION™ 4 PRO OR PS4 WITH SYSTEM SOFTWARE VERSION 4.50 OR HIGHERS
■ XBOX ONE™
■ WINDOWS® 8.1, 10
■ MAC OS® 10.11+

LIMITED WARRANTY
5 YEARS

* As used for storage capacity, one gigabyte (GB) = one billion bytes and one terabyte (TB) = one trillion bytes. Total accessible capacity varies depending on operating environment.
** Based on read speed and internal testing. As used for transfer rate, megabyte per second (MB/s) = one million bytes per second. Performance will vary depending on your hardware and software components and configurations.
1 Call of Duty: Black Ops Cold War sold separately. Internet connection and Activision account required. Offer limited to one per qualifying product purchase. Offer must be redeemed by date shown on the sticker on the front of your packaging, while CoD points supplies last. Western Digital reserves the right to change or discontinue this offer at any time without notice.
‡ If game was purchased and loaded from disc, original discs may be required to verify ownership. Internet connection and a PlayStation or Xbox live account required.

Call of Duty: Black Ops Cold War — ESRB Rating: MATURE 17+ with Blood and Gore, Drug Reference, Intense Violence, Strong Language, Suggestive Themes ©2020 Western Digital Corporation or its affiliates. All rights reserved. Call of Duty: Black Ops Cold War game sold separately.

Western Digital, the Western Digital logo, WD_BLACK, the WD_BLACK logo, and Drive Your Game are registered trademarks or trademarks of Western Digital Corporation or its affiliates in the U.S. and/or other countries. NVMe™ is a trademark of NVM Express, Inc. © 2020 Activision Publishing, Inc. CALL OF DUTY and CALL OF DUTY BLACK OPS are trademarks of Activision Publishing, Inc. All other marks are the property of their respective owners. Product specifications subject to change without notice. Pictures shown may vary from actual products.
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